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 00:06

I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

 00:20

With all the changes to daily life brought on during 2021 thing that I have sought to affirm
is gratitude. It's hard to feel gratitude for a world in which so much is uncertain. But there
are people in the world I love, people whose love and forgiveness I strive to live up to,
though I will admit that I fail many times every day.

 00:49

Yesterday, I found a 32nd cell phone video recorded by my son. I see his feet as he walks
through our backyard. Every few seconds I see two pairs of feet in the video as he walks
closely behind his twin.

 01:07

Once upon a time, he says, and a land filled with wonder, there lived a maiden with two
children. At this point, the camera zooms in on me moving around in the kitchen unaware
that I am being filmed.

 01:26
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The narration continues a sad maiden indeed. She would scold the children and
sometimes even put them in their room.

 01:37

I have watched this little gem of videography, a dozen times, always feeling gripped by the
urge to both laugh and cry.

 01:50

Each of us lives in a land filled with wonder and joy, sorrow, liberty, lack, hope, longing.

 02:02

I want to believe my son's video creation is a sign that he feels an immense freedom of
the imagination. Even if it means me being cast as the sad scolding maiden in the story he
invents.

 02:19

When we share our lives, we become fixtures and one another's worldview. How often
have I invoked my children and my husband in thinking through these episodes? How
often do I turn to their voices and their actions in order to make sense of myself? Maybe
this is the work of family and have community to be a source of abundance for the people
we love. Today's poem is a key I total Mia by Alexis a service Garcia National City 2019

 03:00

I opened the screen door slowly and wait for abuela and her red Walker to begin the
procession from the back door out to the street. I miss her lesia has vines wrapped around
the wooden deck and reach to steady whatever Cartlidge is left in her knees. down the
ramp she stops near the lemon trees. There are more than I remember glistening in the
sun. A kingdom she softened with her voice. Don beige Amelie Mum, in the lemons blush
off the Evergreen branch into her bowl. The Granada's Neil from trees to crown her abuela
Rainer of East eighth Street, she smiles her three perfect teeth toward the palm tree
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 03:50

Mita but as a k star bruh son though those lives out of bullets.

 03:56

This passito comm enamels past the Jeep blooming rust. She points to the domata e
Milan meant the birds of paradise that didn't survive the pink roses that did cuando pasa
last row Silas Liz Doyle boy on Bessel Van preciosas Miss Rosa's she poms the banana
tree, the neighbor planted swinging heavy over the wire fence located studies the lotto his
meal, whatever is on our side, we keep whatever is on our side we eat.

 04:39

The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.

 04:48

This project is supported in part by the National Endowment for the Arts on the
web@arts.gov
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